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I'm a Little Teapot

I'm a little teapot
Short and stout,
Here is my handle,
Here is my spout,
When I get all steamed up,
Hear me shout,
Tip me over and pour me out!

Decorate your own teapot!
I’m a Little Teapot

I’m a little teapot
Short and stout,
Here is my handle, (one hand on hip)
Here is my spout, (other arm out with elbow and wrist bent)
When I get all steamed up,
Hear me shout,
Tip me over and pour me out! (lean over toward spout)

Decorate your own teapot!
SAVE PAPER AND INK: Calculate how many copies of each sheet you will need before printing this kit. Printers allow you to print each page separately and to print as many copies of each page as you need. Choose which TEAPOT you are going to use and print the pages accordingly.

There are two different versions of the song sheet. One has movement instructions and the other one does not. The TEAPOT under the lyrics is the one that your students will decorate. **There are two decorating options:**

**TEAPOT 1**  -  **FREESTYLE Color and Decorate!**

You can show the “FREESTYLE Color and Decorate!” page with examples of decorated teapots to your students as a source of inspiration. They can color and decorate their teapots like the examples or come up with their own ideas.

**TEAPOT 2**  -  **TEMPLATE Cut and Glue!**

Give the pages with the pieces of the teapots to each student, or group of students, so that they can cut out their favorite pieces and glue them onto the teapot. They can mix and match the pieces as they wish.
FREESTYLE Color and Decorate!

Here are some examples of how other students have decorated their teapots. Try your own ideas!
Cut out your favorite teapot body and glue it onto your teapot:
Teapot Bodies

Cut out your favorite teapot body and glue it onto your teapot:
Cut out your favorite teapot spout and glue it onto your teapot:
Teapot Handles

Cut out your favorite teapot handle and glue it onto your teapot:
Cut out your favorite teapot lid and glue it onto your teapot: